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This paper estimates substitutabilit~,‘complementnrit\- relations among 
tin:mcial assets denominated in foreign currencies. Utilizing n 
representative investor nnd n tlesible functionnl iorm methodology. .I 
mean-variance utilitv iunction uxs estimated and used to determine 
expected return and. variance elasticities between assets in the lvorld 

portfolio. The hypothesis that international assets are perfect subsrirutes 

was rejected. It was also found that relnrive changes in variances tended 
to have a bigger impact on asset demand than did relative changes in 
espected returns. Substitutabilitv!‘complementaritv relationships u’ere 
not strong except in specific cases where strong relationships were 
expected a priori. 

‘Asset-market’ models of exchange-rate determination are commonly classified into 
two basic categories. Those belonging to the monetary approach assume that 
domestic and foreign assets are perfect substitutes for each other so that expected 
rates of return [yield fcurrency depreciation (appreciation)] are equalized. On the 
other hand, those models which belong to the portfolio balance category 
presuppose that foreign and domestic assets are indeed imperfect substitutes and, 
hence, their returns are systematically related to asset supplies.’ 

Of the latter category of models, much attention has recently been focused on the 
(international) portfolio optimization framework. This framework argues that 
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non-sLlbsritutal,ilit~ of assets stems from the inherent differential riskiness of these 

assets. Follouing ihe pioneering u-ork of Louri (19-6, 19--), a me.ln-variance 

portfolio approach has been used by I<ouri and de h[acedo (19-S), de ,\lacedo 

(1982) and Dornhusch (lOSO) to estimate optimal uorld portfolio currenc[ 

holdings, In a somtxvhat different vein, Cornell and Dirtrich (19-S) and Roll and 

Solnik (19’7) have tried to determine if world currency holdings are consistent 

\vith an International Capital &set Pricing bIode1. Vnfortunntrl>-, becnuse of their 

contradictory findings and limitations of methodology,2 the conclusions reached 

by these studies are suggestive at best. hIost importantly, these studies make the 

implicit and unpalatable assumption that expected returns are constant over time, 

contradicting recent exchange rate history and the lack of persistent bias in the 

forward rate. 

In order to rectify this problem, Frank4 (1’29, 1983) has suggested a mean- 

variance portfolio framework which incorporates asset supplv data and, hence, 

allows for changes in expected returns. 3 The basic intent of Frankel’s study is to test 

the hypothesis that domestic and foreign assets are perfect substitutes for each 

other. From his mean-variance portfolio model, Frankel derives the asset demand 

system: 

i; -/ . ;T +.r,+, = pR(x, -rw;) fE,+, 

where 

i, =vector of one-period interest rates on bonds denominated in various 

currencies (other than the US dollar). 

AS _~ _&, =vector of depreciation rates for different currencies relatix-e to the L-S 

dollar. 

/ =a vector of ones. 

is =interest rate on CS bond. 

/I = coefficient of relnti\.-e risk aversion. 

22 = variance-covariance matris of currencv depreciation rates. 

E[(A.S,+, - E(AJ‘,,,))(A.I‘,+, - E(AJ’,,,))I. 

.Y: = vector of portfolio shares in assets (denomination in various currencies). 

II’, = vector of each countrv’s share of uorld wealth. 

z = vector of consumption preferences of residents of various countries. 

E,_ , = stochastic error term. 

Frankel’s test ofthe null hypothesis is based on the rather ingenious observation 

that R is in fact the variance--covariance matrix of the error terms. Thus, Frankel 

proceeds to employ a maximum likelihood technique to estimate the abo\-e 

equation subject to’the information contined in 52. He finds that his likelihood 

function takes its maximum at ~1 =O so that, as he argues, one cannot reject the 

hypothesis that investors are risk neutral.-’ Sor can one reiect the hypothesis that 

foreign and domestic assets are perfect substitutes. Hoxvcver, as Fr.lnkel himself 

points out, his test for not rejecting /I =O is not at all very poxverful.5 Because of the 

tlatness of the likelihood function, he is unable to reject as ~~11 such plausible 

values as I)= 1.0 and I) = 20. In addition to testing the perfect substitutes c 
assumption, Frankel also estimates o\vn and cross expected return elasticities for 

asset demands. 

The purpose of this paper is identical to Frankel’s; that is to see u-hcrher or not 
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domestic and foreign assets are perfect substitutes. Hoaever, our substitutnbilitt 

measures are defined differently from Frankcl’s. \Ye generate several measures of 

substitutabilit)- depending on the alternative portfolio characteristics (expected 

return, variance) considered.6 Our frame\vork \r-ill enable us to estimate the 

underlying representative investor utility function and to estimate expected return, 

variance, and covariance elasticities in a direct fashion. Therefore, we shall be able 

to ascertain substitutability and complementarity relationships among the assets in 

terms of both risk and return characteristics. 

Our technique for determining substitutability and complementarity 

relationships between domestic and foreign assets can be summarized as follows. 

Ke take the perspective of a ‘representative’ investor. We assume that his 

preferences over assets are represented by a utility function defined over portfolio 

risk and return. We assume that the investor’s true utility can be approsimatcd by a 

generalized Box-Cos flesible functional form. This latter function takes on the 

generalized Leontief, generalized square root quadratic, and translog utilit! 

function as special or limiting cases. 7 First-order conditions for risky asset demand 

are derived from the generalized Box-Cos utility function using a standard 

portfolio optimization framework. This demand system is then estimated from data 

on the financial asset holdings of sis countries and the associated market vields. 

Utilizing the theory of portfolio demand and a Chi-square text based on the 

estimated equations, we determine which of the three specific flesible functional 

forms mentioned earlier best fits the data. Having determined that utility function 

which best fits the data, we then generate estimated mean, variance, and covnriance 

elasticities for financial asset demands. 

In what follows, Section I develops the elasticity relationships and the demand 

system to be estimated by utilizing a standard optimization procedure and a 

generalized Bos-Cos utility function. Section II estimates the demand system 

given international financial asset holdings and market return data. After using the 

data to determine the ‘optimal’ form of the utility function, estimates of espected 

return, variance, and covariance elasticities are obtained and analvzed. Section III 

concludes this paper. 

I. Elasticities and Budget Share Equations for Risky Assets 

~4. Th Elasticitk 

To make the theory and empirical work manageable, we adopt the commonlv- 

made assumption of homothetic separability, namelv that the decision to in\-est in 

financial assets denominated in various currencies is independent both of the 

overall consumption-investment decision and the investment in non-financial 

assets. This means that the total amount of wealth to be invested in financial assets 

is esogenous to the model and the only issue of consequence is the proportion of 

wealth to be in\-ested in each currencv.8 

The investor’s preferences arc assumed to be captured by a Lancaster-type utilit! 

function defined over portfolio charactcristics.g 

L. = C(E, I -) 

where E is the espectcd end-of-period uealth of the portfolio and 1 *is its standard 

deviation. This utility function is assumed to be continuous and tuice 
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differentiable with C, > 0 and L’,- <O where the subscripts denote partial 

derivatives. In short, the investor is assumed to be risk averse with indifference 

curves in E-1 . space Lvhich are up\vard sloping and -given additional 

assumptions to be made further-convex from below. 

The investor’s financial asset choice framelvork is assumed to be described by the 

program: 

(1) SIasimize C-(E, I -) 

,’ ,,...,x,: 

n-here 

subject to: 
“[ =I 

1 E = II.‘,, 1 + 1 SE, 1 
V = I& f S;,Y,G,, 

[ 1 ” 
,=I =1 

fX4 I 
S = the proportion ofuealth invested in financial assets denominated in current> 

i,i=1,2 ,..., /I/; 

E = the espected rate of return on assets (denominated in currency) i, 

i= 1,. . ., t/f; 
Ci = the covariance of returns betlvecn assets (denominated in currencies) i and_;, 

i,_j = 1 , 2, . . . , I/I ; 
IK’,, = total initial nrealth invested in tinancial assets. 

Solving the utility masimizing program (1) yields the first-order conditions: 

(3) (a) Ify7,,f-: +rr-yr- i .-’ i s-c; = ;’ (i,.j = 1, 2, , 0i) 

.,; 

0~) 1-1s =I) 
I 

uhere ;’ is a Lagrange multiplier. 

The second-order conditions for a maximum require the principal minors of the 

determinant II-obtained by differentiating (‘a) and (2b) with respect to the 

Ss-to alternate in sign. In particular. 

z,.,, 1- 
. . 

. L, 1 

. 1 0 
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The impact of a change in the rth asset return on the demand for the kth asset is 
determined by differentiating the first-order conditions (equations (21) and (3b>) 
with respect to E,. This procedure yields the matris equation 

1 . 1 0 

where T, = --n*‘~,L~,6,,-S, rt:‘;c,,:E + I ‘-‘It’*,lLI! x s,c,; 
!=I 

and (5 ,r = 1 for i = t 

0 for i # r 

Solving for ?.Yk /?E, yields: 

where D,, is the I;Cth cofactor of D. The demand elasticity ofassct k with respect to 

the expected return on asset I’ is easily calculated from equation (G) as 

In an analogous fashion, one can derive the impact of a change in the covnriancc 

between assets r and f‘ on the demand for asset k, namely, 

lvhere a,, = 1 if r#_t‘ and a,, - -$. Similarly, the demand elasticity of asset k with 
respect to a change in the co\eariance between assets r and f‘ is given by 

(9) 

The variance cross elasticities are obtained from (9) by setting r=_/tl” 



(10) /(I.w:~i) = %,,+%,_~‘(~;i)+;c,‘q(I y;;.)+;~:[j‘(E;i)]J 

+;;(:[,:I( I _; ;.)I’ + x,,/.(E; j.),q( I -; j.) 

where I([‘; j.), _/‘(fZ; j.) and 9( I -; 2) are the Box-Cos transtbrmations 

(11) (a) /(v; ;.) = (Idmz,’ - 1) 26 

(‘I) j(E; ;.) = (I” - 1) ;. 

(c) <y( I .; j.) = ( [ .’ - 1) i 

As the parameters d and i take on ditYcrent values, one obtains the bllowing 

alternative ilexiblc functional forms: 

Case (a):($, i-0: /(I-; ;.) = /NC-; _f‘(E-; j.) = /NE:; ,:( I ‘; i) = /ii I 

This cx.e yields the trnnslog utility function 

(12) //A__ = 2,,+x,///E+%,///I S++r;(///E)z +;z,(///l y+xj(///E)(/li[ -> 

CXSC (II): 3, i = f: /(C;; ;.) = I-- 1 ; ./YE; i.) = Z(E’ ’ - 1); 

y(f ~;j.) = 2jr *“-l) 

This case gives the generalized Leontiei utility function 

(1.3) I~=3r;E+2~;l.+~;(i~~‘~I~~‘+(32:-~~;-~I%i)E” 

+(2%3-4YI-4r,)T ~‘~+3;!:+‘%:‘~%;-23r,-2221+l 

C3sc (c): S,i = I: /(l*; j.) = (C’- 1) 7: 

,/‘(11; j.) = E - 1 ; ,q( I .; ;.) = 1 - 1 

This cxc results in the square root quadratic utilitv function 

It is lvorth noting that the ordinary quadratic can be obtained by setting d=$ 

and i = 1. Howcyer, the ordinary quadratic vields the same budget share equations 

as the square root quadratic, s; that thev are empiricallv indistinguishahlc. 

:1 system of asset demand relations for ;he generalized BosPCos utility function 

cnn he obtained from the first-order conditions (equations (22) and <ib>): 

which yields, 

(15) . 
I I/ 

E -E, zz --. 
It”,, E’ -’ 1 +z;f-(E; j.) +Y;i( 1 ‘; j.) 

for i = 2, S, . ., 6 
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where 

By adding to equation (15) a serially uncorrclated multivariate normal 

disturbance term P, we obtain the demand svstem to be estimated: 

\ r/ 

(10 E -E, = _-._---. 
x2 +z,g( [ ‘; j.) +r; f‘(E; j.) (,r _,~ ) + 

If*‘,,E’-’ 1 +z;J‘(E;i)+xjc~([ ‘;j.) 
I l’, 

i=2,3,...,6; 

Xote that (16) is very similar to the demand system in Frankel. Hoaever, \ve make 

no assumptions about the coefficient of relative risk aversion. Our formulation 

espresses risk aversion directly in terms of parameters of the utility function (2s) 

estimated in our svstem.l‘l.la 

The demand system corresponding to the translog, square root quadratic (and 

quadratic), and generalized Leontief utility functions can be obtained from 

equation (16) by setting i equal to zero, one-half, and one, rcspectivelv. 

II. Estimation and Empirical Results 

The database employed to estimate the demand system (16) was de!-eloped 1,) 

Frankel (I’%?). It includes data on the financial asset holdings and yields of sis 

countries: Germany, the United Kingdom, Japan, France, Canada and the KS.\. 

Since the data are complex and calculations are involved, the reader is referred to 

Qpcndis 4 of Frankel for an in-depth description of the database. In brief, the S s 

are measured as the world s~~pplv of assets denominated in currencv i as a 

proportion of total world assets. XII assets are translated into US dollars to obtain a 

common base. The world supplv of assets denominated in currency i is defined to 

be the sum of the government debt issued in currency i and the cumulative central 

bank sales of assets in currency i less reserve holdings (ifany) ofcurrency iassets b) 

foreign central banks.i4 The (real) asset vields are defined to be one-period bond c 
rates (adjusted for the exchange rate against the L’S dollar) and the rate ofinhation 

(expressed in terms of CS dollars) for the appropriate basket of goods. SIore 

formally, the currencyj one period asset yield Y: is derived by: 

(17) 1 +/y,, = 
1 t-b; 

(1 +nS+, )(I +A$_,) 

Here nS is the dollar intlation index which is computed as: 

(18) 7~; = ~‘(75,,-ALyt)+(l -Y/X;,,, 

a-here fr, represents the vector of inflation rates in the goods of the six countries 

(x:.~,: is the inflation rate in the I’S,+\). I n other words, xf is a Lveighted average of 
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the six country inflation rates where the elements in vector Z’ represent the share of 

\vorld consumption .~llocnred to each countrv’s goods. Finally, Lvenlth is defined as 

the sum of the 11s Lvenlrh of the citizens of each of the six countries. .\s:ain, for its 

computation. \vt’ refer the reader to Frankel. 

Our sample consisted of 87 monthly observations from June 19-3 to August 

1980. ;\ rolling sample technique u’as used to estimate the mean and standard 

deviation for the international fmancial asset portfolio. Specifically, the tirst twelve 

months of yield data, June 19-i to ,\Iay 19-4 (12. data points for each nsw category) 

\vere employed to calculate sample covariances between asset virlds.15 These 

sample estimates \rcre then used to calculate the (sample) expected return and 

variance for the portfolio for june 19’4. The Ss for that month \verc‘ the actual 

proportions of each asset Lvhiie It-‘,, \vas total uorld holdings of financial assets. 

Therefore, the calculated June 19’4 sample mean returns, v,lri.~nccs and 

covariances for the seplratc assets as well as the portfolio mean .lnd standard 

deviation represent one data point to be utilized in estimating ’ the dem.111d system. 

The second data point f,for July 19-4) was calculated bv an updating or rolling 

sample technique. Sample means, variances and co\-ariances Lvere recalculated after 

dropping the lune 19-3 monthlv vield data and substituting the June 1974 data. 

Again, twelve‘ months of data w&;e used to generate the asset portfolio expected 

return and standard de\-iation. These ne\v estimates together \virh the asset 

proportions held in lulv 19’4 provide another data point. Bv mc‘.lns of this 

procedure, a time serik if 7 6 data points (JLIII~ 19’khugust 198;)) LV.IZ generated 

and utilized to errimate rhc demand system (equation (16)). ‘6 \\.e estimated asset 

demand elasticities for this period using average I-alues (over the whole period) of 

the expected returns, \-nri,lnccs, co\-ariances, and lvealth calculated from the rolling 

sample. 

The reliabilit!. of our statistical estimates depends on the range oi v.lriation of 

observations on the input data. Table 1 pro!-ides information on [he sample 

properties of the input d.lta. \Y’hile the use of moving al-erases does reduce the 

period-to-period variabilit!, of the data, the table shous that variabilirv over the 

whole period (-6 data points) is still large. 

The demand s!-stem (equation (16)) ‘_ 15 non-linear in the parameters and u-as 

estimated by a masimum likelihood technique. Since each equation in the system 

(16) is homogeneous of degree zero in the 9 parameters, these parameters were 

normalized u-ith respect to Y,. 

In our previous discussion, u-e said that \ve would discriminate among three 

specific tlesiblc functional form utility functions. HoLvever, c~/)l.io).i it is impossible 

to discriminate betxveen the three forms on pureI\- economic grounds since each 

represents arbitrary \r-cll-behaved preferences in the neighbourhood of a given 

point with second-order nccuracv. .-I priori, \ve are also unable to choose among the 

forms on econometric grounds. The estimation of each one of the forms in\-elves 

the same dependent variable, the same number of free parameters and the 

maximization of a similar likelihood function. In order to use traditional tests, a 

fourth form is estimated, namelv the unrestricted system where ;. is a free 

parameter. Thus, the three ‘original’ forms are nested (i.o., they are special cases of 

the unrestricted case). Therefore, four different budget share models were 
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TABLE 1. Summary statistics of input data. 
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Standard 
deviation Range 

866.93 
0.4853 
0.1218 
0.0427 
0.0561 
0.1522 
0.1419 

-0.0011 
0.0030 
0.003: 

- 0.0024 
0.0007 
0.0016 

0.0001585 
-0.00038-l3 
-0.0001594 
0.0001187 

-0.0001600 
-0.00008-l1 

0.0038263 
O.OOO+k597 

-0.0001973 
0.0002657 
0.0003974 

0.0005694 
-0.00@1392 
0.0000138 
0.0000946 

0.0002824 
-0.0001912 
-0.0000738 

0.0001388 
0.0000309 

0.000-1754 

-0.1831 
3.1802 
0.7748 

-0.7013 
1.2217 
2.6811 

241.62 
0.0603 
0.0094 
0.0044 
0.0077 
0.0603 
0.0203 

0.0123 
0.0628 
0.0232 
0.0219 
0.0236 
0.0229 

0.0001596 
0.0003408 
0.0001624 
0.0001-171 
0.0002147 
0.0000809 

0.00-18559 
0.0004168 
0.0002946 
0.0003367 
0.0005260 

0.0003032 
0.0001567 
0.0002309 
0.0000928 

0.0002230 
0.0002331 
0.0001172 

0.0004240 
0.0000996 

0.0002565 

1.8310 
4.1123 
3.0494 
1.9426 
2.3034 
2.1315 

511.15-1303.96 
0.3825-0.5607 
0.1061-0.1416 
0.0312-0.0546 
0.0449-0.0733 
0.0747-0.2404 
0.1110-0.1805 

-0.0361-0.0566 
-0.3538-0.265-I 
-0.0554-0.110-1 
-0.1253-0.0480 
-0.0672-0.063-1 
-0.0539-0.0575 

0.0000223-0.0005309 
-0.0010340-0.00000-0 
-0.0004955-0.00003~6 
-0.0000267-0.000-1939 
-0.0007394-0.00003'2 
-0.0002785-0.000013-i 

0.0001217-0.01139~0 
-0.0000606-0.00151-0 
-0.0009249-0.000203- 
-0.0001923-0.00103'9 
-0.0002030-0.00168-3 

0.0001092-O.O01@8SlO 
-0.0004544-0.00011~6 
-0.0003072-O.OOOj-.lj 
-0.0000905-0.0003_?53 

0.0000544-0.00150-13 
-0.0008612-0.0000~68 
-0.0003439-0.000286' 

0.0000332-0.0015001 
-0.0001716-0.0002683 

0.0000615-0.0010961 

-4.3478-3.1420 
-3.4186-9.1003 
-5.0093-6.2453 
-6.0440-2.442-l 
-1.9951-9.1051 
-0.9219-7.1306 

A The subscripts denote: 

l=US S 
2 = ,\Lark 

3=Franc 

4 =Canndinn S 
j=Yen 

G=Pound 



estimated; the translog (;. =0), the generalized Leontief (;. =$), the square root 

quxtmtic ii = I), and the unrestricted svstcm \vherc i i‘; .l free p.lr.lmctcr. The 

unrestricted rnodcl ini-olx.cs non-line.ir cstim.l[ion of ii\-c free parnmcters, the 2 

inorm2lizcd) find i. In all other \.crsion?; oftiic niocIcI only four free (normaliycd) y 

pxrametcrs need to Ix estimated. 

Table 2 sumrnarizcs the results t‘or cnch ot‘rhc four cstimfltcd systems. .\s A tirst 

attempt to discriminate amorlg the three spccitic t‘unction,ll forms, \vc utilize :1 Chi- 

squxrc tat. In particular. it cnn bc shon-n that - YitL is asvmptoticall\- distributed 

f(l) uhcre I- is the ratio OP the value of the unrestricted kk~lih~~~~d function (i.~., 

uhen ;. is ;I free parameter) to the value ofthc rcstrictcd likelihood function (uhcrc 

i is constrained to :t specific value). l7 L.sing the Chi-squaw tat, \vc c.\nnot rcJcct 

the ~cncralized Lconticf (j. =i) but \vc can rt‘jcct the other t\vo utility functions at 

both I per cent 2nd 3 per cent signit‘icancc Ic\.tzls. 

In addition to the above test, \vc‘ should lx able to discriminate nmong the 

vnrious functional forms on the basis of the thcorv of :isset demand. From the 

theorv of asset demand, \vc’ cspcct our ‘optimnl’ utilitv function to satisfy the 

condi;ions that the sign ot‘ I _,. should Ix posirivc and the sign of I _ stloLllc1 Ix 

ncgativc. .-is cnn be seen from Tnblc 2. bascci 011 the signs of marginal utilities, the c 
square root quadratic can bc rcjcctcd. 

Tables 3, 4, and 5 list espected return, variance, and covariance elasticities, 

rcspccti\-cl?, ior the selcctccl functional form --the LconticGover the a-hole 

period. The boscd-in numbers in the tnblcs ~ho\v the o\vn cspcctcd return and 

\.nriancc clasticitics. The oxen cspcctal return clasticirics ;Irc in aI1 casts with 

positive: sign, \vhile the o\vn variance elasticities, nre uniformlv ncgiti\.c. Alost 

clnsticitics in thcsc tables \vcrc significant :It the 1 per cent Ia-Cl. 

The elasticities in Tables 3 and -! arc point cstimntcs since thev u-crc calculnted 

from the point estimates ofthc x pnramctcrs. The question naturally arises 2s to the 

significance of these elasticitv cstimatcs. To ;\ns\vc’r this question, the follouing 

proccdurc \v;\s adopted. A multivariate norm.il distribution was crcared for the 

estimated Y parameters from equation (16). The p oint cstimatcs of the % 

paramctcrs Lverc desiQgnatcd the mean of the distribution and the as\mptotic 

variance covariance matrix of thcsc paramctcrs \vas designated the vnrinncc 

co\-ariance matrix of the distribution. Five hundred random dra\vs of the Y 

parameters \vcrc then obtained from this distribution. For each rnndom drau, the 

cspcctcd return and the variance elasticities n’erc calculated so th.lt for each 

expected return and vnriancc clnsticity, :i sample of500 cstimatcs \v;1s obtnined. The 

bracketed numbers in these tables under cnch ckticitv cstimatc: arc rhc mean and 

standard devintion of the sample. In almost nil CL~SC’S in thcsc t;lblcs. the standard 

dcvintions arc small relative to the magnitudes otthe mans. The snmpk elasticities 

\vere found to Ix, for espccred rt‘turn clasticitics, significnnt at the 1 per cent lcvcl 

in all cflscs, 2nd for variance cksticitics signific2nr nt the 1 pc‘r cc’nt Icl-cl in most 

c3scs. 

\Ve IIOLV c\-aluate the cxpcctcd return (Table 3). \-nrinncc :Tnblc -I), and covariance 

(Table 5) elasticities to WC’ uhat the!. imply About the dcmand t‘or international 

financial assets. Consider first the cspected return elasticities. C>\vn Llssi‘t espccted 

return clasticitics arc all positive. Cross elasticities arc in gcncral quite small lvith 
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ku exceptions. (Inlv Canadian dollar denominated assets and franc dcnominntcd 

assets arc elastic xvith respect to ou-n expected return. .\lso, Canadi.ln dollar assets 

arc’ elastic xvith respect to changes in the espected return on LS doll;ir dssets, a not 

surprising result considering the close linkage between Canadian and l_+S capital 

markcts.‘8 Esccpt for this latter case, most assets are t%rlv independent of each 

other. T~ILIS, unlike Frankel, we . conclude that the si< altern;ltive current! 

denominated assets ;Irc far from perfect substitutes for each other even along the 

espccted return dimension alone. In fact. in terms of expected return. the mark and 

L.S assets arc, if anything, complcmenrl;.‘Y 

The variance elasticities are in gcnernl lnrger than the cspccted ter~lrn clxticitics. 

The results indicate that changes in ‘o~vn’ variance have uniformlv ,I negnti\-e 

impact on :lsset dcmnnd. The most scnsiril-e are Canxdinn dollar denominated 

assets. Sot uncspectcdly, \vc SW that changes in the \-ariancc of L-S doll:lr 

denominated flssets hnve a marked impact on the demand for Carxtdian assets. 

:\gain, this substitutability relation (th.lt an increase in the riskiness of L-S assets 

increases the demand for Canndian assets) is not surprising considering the close 

linkage Ixt\veen Canndinn and CS capital markets. ;\lso, an increase in the \-ariance 

of tlS dollar assets mildly increases the demand for pound dcnominnred assets. LS 

assets, however, are not too sensitive to changes in the \-nriancc of other assets \rith 

the possible exception of the mark. \Ye also find that an increase in the vnriancc of 

mark denominated assets incrascs the demand for franc and Canadian dollnr 
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denominated assets and, to a lesser estent, of pound and yen denominated assets. 
;\n increase in the variance of mark denominated assets also mildly reduces the 
demand for US dollar assets. Increases in the variances of both franc and Canadian 
dollar denominated assets do not have much impact on other assets. r\n increase in 
the variance of yen denominated assets reduces the demand for Canadian dollar 
denominated assets. An increase in the variance of pound denominated assets 
increases the demand for franc denominated assets. The overall result that emerges 
from Table A is that while there are a fe\v strong substitutability relationships 
among international assets, these assets are by no means perfect substitutes for each 
other. In fact, in some cases, there are complementarity relationships, while in 
many the elasticities are I-cry small. 

Table 5 provides estimates on the sensitivity of asset holdings to changes in the 
covariance of returns between alternative currencies. The results show that US 
dollar denominated assets are not very sensitive to changes in the co\-ariance 
between o/her assets. L’S dollar assets are somewhat sensitive to the col-ariance 
between the US dollar and the mark and, to a lesser estent, to the covariance 
between the KS and Canadian dollar. Non-L’s assets, on the other hand, seem to be 
generally sensitive to the covariance between US and other currencies. This effect is 
especially pronounced for Canadian dollar and French franc assets. Canadian assets 
also eshibit strong sensitivity to the covariances between the Canadian and other 
currencies, implying significant substitutabilitv complemcntarity relationships 
between Canadian and other assets. On the whole, the table indicates smaller 
magnitudes for other elasticities. These results do not support the hypothesis of 
perfect substitutability among international assets. 

One cannot determine whether two assets are substitutes or complements based 
on just one parameter. Rather, if two assets are substitutes (complements) we 
would espect that the cross espected return elasticities will be negative (positive) 
while at the same time the cross variance elasticities will be positive (negative). 
Although there are ambiguities in our results, we still can make the following 
tentative generalizations from the above tables. \Ye find that Canadian dollar assets 
and pound denominated assets are substitutes for US dollar denominated assets 
while mark denominated assets are complements to those denominated in US 
dollars. Franc, Canadian dollar and pound denominated assets are substitutes to 
mark denominated assets. Finally, pound and franc denominated assets are 
substitutes. 

Frankel could not reject the hypothesis that foreign and domestic assets are 
perfect substitutes. hIany of the elasticities in our tables, including some of those 
noted above, are small in absolute value so that the complement and substitute 
relationships are rather tentative and weak. Certainly, one cannot discern any 
perfect substitute relationships among these international assets. 

III. Conclusion 

The purpose of this paper has been to estimate substitutability and 
complementarity relationships among financial assets denominated .in six 
currencies. Utilizing a representative investor methodology and a ilesible 
functional form approach, we were able to estimate the mean-variance utility 
function which best describes the asset holdings of a representative world investor. 
This in turn allowed us to estimate own and cross espected return and variance 



elasticities between assets uithin the world portfolio. \V’c found tlut xvc' COLII~ 

reject the hvpothesis that international assets xre pcrfcct sutxtitutcs. \Yc also found 

that relative changes in variances tend to have ZI bi gq:cr impact on xssct dunand 

than do relative changes in czpecwd rt’turn. In gcncral. sul>stitutc and 

complementnritv relntionships xverc’ not \-et-v strong rzcept in specitic casts uhcrc 

strong relationships \vere espectd N PI-iori. 



However, most ofthe tlesible funcrional form literature dealing with unlit!- function estimation is 

based on aggregate data. See, for example, Christensen, <I al. (19-j), Christensen and ,\Ianser 

(19’7), Donov.tn (I978), and Applebaum (1979). 

17. See Berndt, ft n/. (1974) on this point. 

18. See lliles (19-g), and Bordo and Choudhrv (1982). 

19. Since we use returns rather than prices, the signs for substitutes and complements are opposite to 

the norm. 
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